
Teaching Her A Lesson 

 

Part Twenty-Six: Multiple Choice Assessments 

 

I cleared my throat. “This has been one heck of a ride, I have to say. Sometimes I 

wasn’t entirely sure we were going to make it. Or at least that you were going to make it 

with me.” I paused for the ensuing mild laughter. “We didn’t always make it easy on 

each other, did we? That’s good though. Anybody can do easy. Yet here you are, and 

we’re gonna do this thing. I’m excited to see how you handle it, truly, but whatever you 

do I know is going to be great.  

I took a long breath and made it a point to assert eye contact. “Now I don’t say 

this easily. Or often. And I don’t mean to make you uncomfortable or anything either, 

but… so you know, I care about you a lot, and I loved being with you. Giggle if you have 

to, yeah yeah, old Mr. Canon’s some kind of simp. (Am I using that right? From your 

expression, I’m guessing no.) Anyway, whatever, I said it, and I’m not taking it back. 

You’re great, and I hope I didn’t permanently corrupt you in our time together. 

“All right, mushy stuff out of the way. Who’s ready to take their last high school 

English test?” 

It was a mixed chorus of feigned enthusiasm and sincere disgruntlement, but I 

loved them for it all the same. I’d had great kids this year, with a few notable exceptions, 

and I hoped to have a lot of these juniors back in senior English next year. (For a couple, 

I wasn’t even dreading having them back for a second crack at junior English.) 

I distributed the exams and explained the various sections, trying to keep the 

class from starting early and ignoring my instructions. They did, after all, have over two 

hours to finish the thing, and I expected that most would be done with ample time to 

spare. Once I explained the essay selection process for the final section, I had everyone 

take a nice, deep breath, then set them loose. 

Only one in my whole first period had forgotten a pencil on finals day, an 

improvement over their first semester exam back in December when I’d needed four. 

Progress, I supposed. After making sure everybody was set and ready, I made my way 

back to my desk and settled in, rubbing bleary eyes and taking another long sip of coffee. 

This was going to be the longest couple hours of the next two days, barring any more 

fitful nights like last.  

I had managed to finish my backlog of grading the night before, an escape from 

the libidinous nonsense my brain had been trying to fixate on. Grades were entered, and 

since I’d arrived at school at the crack of dawn, all assignments were now filed in 

students’ folders for returning. Most probably wouldn’t bother checking them anyway, 

but for the few who would, I felt obligated. It was my own fault I’d fallen so far behind 



this past month (though there was ample competition for an assist on that score), but 

for now, I actually had no more work to do until those exams were back in my hands. 

When second period arrived in a couple hours, I’d give another speech, hand out 

another exam, but then first period exams would give me something to do while they 

worked. For now, it was only me and my old friend finals week exhaustion. 

I really was tired, too. Those dreams had been intense, but they’d made damn 

sure my heart was too active for any quality sleep to occur. To keep myself busy, I 

started going through days of backed up mail from my school slot. That took almost six 

minutes. I tidied up my desk quietly so as not to disrupt the exam. That took four. Email 

was a more generous twenty. Short of tidying up the room itself, which would be way too 

disruptive, I was out of distractions.  

Social media was blocked by the school internet server (plus it was pretty 

hypocritical to chastise them so many times for being distracted by it if I was going to do 

the same), so that was out. My work laptop was a simple machine, but it had a browser. 

Out of options, I pulled up a news site and started catching up on the world. Not 

surprisingly, it seemed little had improved. 

I was in the middle of an article on summer travel trends when I fell asleep at my 

desk. 

The second worst thing was that when you fall asleep sitting upright, in a place 

you know you shouldn’t fall asleep in, you wake up in that moment where your chin 

slipped off your fist and you have that tenth of a second falling dream. Even if you had 

managed to escape notice dozing off, your sudden jolt to consciousness cannot be 

missed. 

The worst thing, of course, was that I fell asleep in the middle of a final exam.  

For over an hour. 

“Ummmgbummng!” I stammered as I started myself awake. 

Laughter rippled through the room. “Morning, Mr. Canon,” said Kaya. “Partying 

hard last night?” 

“Um, no talking during, um…” I shook my head. No sense trying to be strict at 

this point. “Sorry, gang. That was unprofessional. Been up late, um, grading, and…” I 

yawned in spite of my best efforts. So much for good last impressions. “Anyway, I’m so 

sorry. Did anybody need anything? Have questions?” 

Kennedy explained that she’d already quietly worked out a system for handing in 

the tests, one stack for exams, one for scantrons, one for the essays. Perfectly handled. 

Sure enough, a half dozen or so kids had indeed been banking questions for me, which I 

busily answered. I assigned myself a seat at the stool in the front of the room. High as it 

was, the thing always made me a little nervous sitting on it to begin with. No chance of a 

repeat here. 



Then I remembered that time I’d had to reprimand Taylor for trying to sit on it 

with a short dress on. That girl’s exhibitionist streak would have been a lot more 

appealing in almost any other context than a room full of students. 

Oh fine, so it was actually even more appealing in the classroom. Nothing wrong 

with admitting it. Still, I’d learned my lesson, both about displays of sexuality in the 

classroom, and about Taylor Stern. I was done with both.  

What color had her panties been that day with the tantrum over the stool? 

It didn’t matter. 

First period ended for the final time. A number of my kids came over to high five 

me or in a few cases share a quick hug. Several jokes were cracked at my expense over 

the napping, but nothing really mean-spirited. Roberto was still working, hand 

scribbling furiously, but passing periods were extended to ten minutes during finals 

week so I shut up and let him keep going. With three minutes to go, he suddenly darted 

across the room and slapped his test materials on their stacks and barked a quick “have 

a good summer, Mr. C!” on his way out the door. 

Second period was seniors; they got a slightly more flowery speech, but otherwise 

it was the same drill. I drank in the surprised, perplexed, and intrigued expressions as 

they read through the essay question options. It was a stark contrast to the shame from 

first period’s nap snafu, seeing those bright, determined faces mulling things over, 

grinning with determined cleverness.  

The schedule being what it was, they were given a break in the middle for lunch. 

Teachers had complained about the possibility of students using the down time to look 

up answers or discuss the exam with friends, but as my mentor had taught me during 

my student teaching, no test ever enriched a life, but a hot meal just might. I made sure 

nothing left the classroom, but otherwise, if they wanted to talk about books and ideas 

and writing techniques, I was all for it. 

I was just laying my head down on my desk to try to squeeze in another power 

nap during my own lunch when the door swung open. 

“Mr. Canon? Do you have a minute?” 

I sat up, stretched. “Sure, Tabitha. What’s on your mind.” 

“You look…” Like hell, I thought. And she thought. But tactfully, she finished, “… 

tired.” 

“Mm. Long night.” 

The girl gently closed the door before her. She was a vision today. Clearly she had 

spent some time on hair and makeup this morning, volume and accents enhancing her 

natural beauty. Her outfit was a simple heathered cotton dress in a cream color even 

fairer than her complexion, hanging straight down off her shoulders to mid-thigh, 

coupled with a pair of strappy sandals. She looked amazing, even if not in the same 



porno-mag way that Taylor had shot for yesterday. Wholesomeness and fuckability 

combined in the vision entering my room. 

“Do you want to talk about it?” 

I ran my fingers through my hair; it helped keep my head upright. “Do you?” 

Tabitha’s lips twisted somewhat, and she crossed the room and pulled up a 

student desk next to my own. “That was pretty intense yesterday, huh.” 

“The part where Taylor stormed my classroom and demanded I have sex with her 

and go directly to jail for it, or the part where I found out she’s had you under her thumb 

this entire time?” 

“I’m happy to hear what you have to say about either, but if you have questions, 

I’m much more capable of providing answers in regards to the second part.” 

“How long has that been going on? Since the beginning?” 

Tabitha took a deep breath, let it out, and false started one more time before 

finally managing words. “Pretty much? At least I think so. You know how it is, how 

everything feels normal even if you know it’s nuts. It’s been this way ever since the party, 

if that’s what you mean. No second dosing later or anything. Though I guess with ‘I’ll do 

whatever Taylor tells me to’ there’s not much finesse required on their part.” 

“Has she abused it?” Before she could answer, I had another thought and blurted 

it aloud. “Wait, just Taylor? What about Abbie?” 

“Abbie Stern can’t tell me to do jack squat.” She sneered coldly. The girl had an 

excellent sneer. “But if Abbie’s the boss of Taylor, like Cassie told me, then maybe she 

simply wanted middle management. Or, honestly, Taylor just hates my guts and Abbie 

didn’t care enough to get involved. Occam’s razor and all that.” 

“You two never have gotten along,” I granted. “I tried sitting her next to you when 

I did the seating chart for first quarter, actually. I hoped you’d rub off on her.” 

“There’s some excellent pun waiting to be made with that lead-in,” she observed, 

“but anyway, looks like it didn’t take. Except perhaps for my taste in men.” 

I rolled my eyes. This young woman knew how to play me pretty well, but 

sometimes she got cocky about it. “What, I suppose you had a crush on your teacher 

before it was cool.” 

Her head cocked back. “Mr. Canon, please. Half the girls in this school would 

sleep with you if they could. You’re basically the embodiment of every schoolgirl’s 

teacher fetish.” 

“Oh, shove off. My ego is already just fine without all that, thank you.” 

“Suit yourself.” She shrugged. 

“So has she been coming after you? Obviously she gave herself the power, but has 

she actually taken advantage of you?” 

“Yesterday was the worst of it. I don’t really think she likes being around me, to 

be honest. She knows you like me, and it threatens her because she doesn’t understand 



it. Why would a man want to have sex with me when they have her as an option.” Her 

tone confirmed she absolutely did not share Taylor’s appraisal. Tabitha was nothing if 

not self-confident. It was well-deserved confidence, at that. 

“Well we’ll see if we can’t find a work-around. I still have a little bit left. Last 

thing I want is for Taylor to go off  the deep end and take it out on you. We both know 

she’s capable of it.” 

“It’s fine,” she said quickly. “I know you mean well, but you can’t solve everything 

by mind-controlling people. No offense or anything – I trust you, Mr. Canon. Really. But 

it’s also a huge liability, opening up your mind to absorb any old thing that gets said. 

You could be completely on the level, but then a car drives by blasting WAP and 

suddenly I have to wear a diaper for the rest of my life to keep my vagina from dribbling 

all over the place.” 

“What’s WAP?” 

“Oh, Mr. Canon.” She patted my shoulder. “Anyway, it’s fine. Pretty soon, I’ll be 

in college and she’ll be in prison with that sister of hers. Good luck pulling my strings as 

a pen pal.” 

“You’re sure?” 

“I’m OK. Really. Thank you, though.” Her hand lingered on my back, rubbing it 

softly. “You know, sometimes I think it’s too bad you’re not looking for romance, 

because a sweet guy like you would be easy to fall for. I don’t know what a serpentess 

like Taylor Stern got so fixated on, but for us normal girls, you can be a lot to take in.” 

She cut off a giggle by biting down on her lower lip softly. “Sorry, another pun 

opportunity. You’re big, but you fit perfectly.” 

“So what did you come by for, Tabitha?” I rolled my shoulders, gently bucking her 

touch. It was nice and all, but still. School. 

“To check on you.” She sounded surprised I had to ask. 

“Sweet, but trust me, I’ll be fine.” 

“Really? I mean, I was here yesterday. I saw… that. I don’t think I’ve ever seen a 

girl throw herself at a guy that hard before, and certainly not get rejected for it. Not 

looking like that, anyway. Are you really done with her, or was that just ‘no’ for 

yesterday, but this weekend, back at it?” 

“No. I mean… just plain no. However good the good parts were, that was an 

abusive relationship, and I can’t let myself – or the rest of you girls – go down with her.” 

I sighed. “I just don’t give up on my students easily. Stings to admit you failed them, 

even if they’re bound and determined to fail themselves. And Taylor Stern deserves to 

fail if anyone does.” 

“You don’t seem to give up easily on your lovers, either. Remember that first 

night? I was reading you the riot act, heaping all that derision on you for taking 

advantage of us poor innocent young women. Ugh. Churns my stomach to think how 



close I came to losing out on all that’s happened since.” She smiled sweetly. “Say, 

speaking of, is there any chance we could…?” 

“That we could what? Wait, you mean… that?!” I threw up my hands. “Tabitha, 

we’ve been over and over this! Am I the only one who appreciates that this is not the 

place for that?!” 

“No, I realize. Only stupid people take risks like that willy nilly.” She didn’t have 

to mention Taylor to have her target rendered obvious. “We do, however, have on-call 

security and lookouts available to us. The risk can be reduced, even eliminated if we plan 

and act cautiously.” 

“Are your teen hormones really that out of control that you can’t wait until after 

finals? For crying out loud, Tabitha!” 

She shook her head. “It’s not that. Well, it’s that, but also… I’ve gathered that 

doing it here is a turn-on for you. And why wouldn’t it  be? It’s the seat of your authority. 

Literally,” she laughed, smacking the backside of my chair. “Cassie has gone on and on 

about your orgy in the field locker room, and how amazing it was, how satisfied you 

were… I don’t know, I guess with school about to end, I want the two of us to have a 

memory like that. I want you to end the school year on a high note, living out one of 

your fantasies. And what’s more fantastic than the teacher taking the teacher’s pet on his 

desk?” 

She ran a hand back and forth across my smooth, bare desktop suggestively. “A 

little cold, but I bet we could warm it up.” 

“Look, I appreciate you’re in the mood, but we really shouldn’t. How’s it going to 

look if Officer Barbour is standing watch outside my room all the time?” 

“She watches the halls, like, constantly. Not as if the woman needs to stand right 

outside your door. And ‘all the time,’ really? We have barely twenty-four hours left in the 

school year. She’d have to stand right outside your room for all of them for it to seem 

weird to anybody.” 

“Tabitha…” 

“Look. I’m not trying to pressure you, Mr. Canon. You can say no and it won’t 

hurt my feelings.” Her button nose wrinkled momentarily. “Not much, anyway. But I’d 

like to, and I think you would like it, too, if you let yourself.” 

My star pupil rose from her desk and gracefully spun around the back of it to 

position herself on the edge of my desk. In doing so, she confirmed that she definitely 

was not wearing any panties, and also… 

“Wait, hang on a second. Was that… did I see a tattoo?” 

She grinned. “Sharp eyes, Mr. Canon. As you know, I’ve been gathering notes 

from your other girls, and Ms. Salata told me about her little brand. I’ve wanted to get a 

tattoo for a long time, but I knew my parents would lose their minds if they found out, 



so I figured, why not get one somewhere they’ll never see, and one that I very much 

hope you will see often?” 

“Ms. Salata just opened up and shared that with you. Really. What on earth did 

you say to her to make her open up like that?” 

“It wasn’t hard. You just have to know how to reason with people. I strongly 

implied that your ‘plan’ was to amalgamate me, from your kinks instilled in your other 

pet sluts, into the perfect sex toy for you. Once she believed it was part of the plan, she 

opened up good and wide.” 

“And how did you know to put it to her like that?!” I snapped. 

“You had her programming papers sitting out on your desk when I stayed over 

one night. I had to match the handwriting, but it was easy to get a sample of hers. And 

now, voila! I’m inked. ” 

She uncrossed her legs enticingly. “Wanna see it?” 

Like that, any irritation about her intrusiveness was forgotten. I peered, but until 

she opened her legs, I wasn’t going to see anything but a shadow between her thighs. 

Damnit, as much as she managed to put me on the defensive by openly displaying what 

a conniving little brat she could be, I really did want to see what had come of it. 

I picked up my desk phone and hit the speed dial for the resource officer’s 

extension. Tabitha grinned patiently as it rang, but after four it went to voicemail. 

Meanwhile, I fished my keys out of my pocket and thrust them into Tabitha’s hands, 

pointing to the door. She trotted off and deftly locked it. Then I tried Isa’s cell next, and 

this time received a quick answer. 

“Barbour.” From the cacophony of voices in the background, she must be in the 

cafeteria. 

“I need you to stand guard for me.” 

There was no hesitation. “On my way, ETA ninety seconds. That fast enough, or 

should I run?” Her voice dropped considerably in volume. “Master.” 

“Walk, but walk quickly.” 

“On it.” 

I hung up the phone. “She’ll be here in ninety seconds.” 

“I heard.” Tabitha nodded, standing a few feet away, hands clasped in front of 

her. “I can’t wait. I think you’ll really like it.” 

“Well, go on then! Nobody likes a tease, Ms. Hutchings.” 

But she shook her head. “Eighty seconds. I’m not going to expose you to risks like 

that ever again. I respect you too much to endanger you.” 

I actually smiled at that. Whether she was only posturing herself as a foil for 

Taylor or if she actually meant it, I didn’t even care. It felt nice to be in the company of a 

woman who was concerned for my well-being in any sense beyond the carnal. 



We watched the clock together. Each tick was audible, we were so quiet. What 

had she gotten? A heart? A mermaid? Some Asian character? I doubted, at least, that I 

was about to behold another homage to the late Juice WRLD.  

“That’s ninety.” Tabitha hopped back onto my desk and, with aching gradualness, 

parted her thighs. As they widened enough that I could see some dark smudge at the top 

(and, of course, the outline of her sweet little pussy), she slowly peeled up her dress until 

the thing was fully visible. She beamed proudly as I took it in. 

“A cannon.” I chuckled, shaking my head. “A little on the nose, don’t you think?” 

“But what else?” She ran her fingers over it. The tattoo was about three inches 

wide, pretty large considering the region serving as its canvas. In neatly etched lines was 

a civil war style cannon, complete with a pair of cannonballs resting by the wheels. The 

fuse was ablaze; that and the burst of fire spitting from its mouth were the only sources 

of color.  

“I tought I taw a pussy tat,” she quipped lamely, though at least had the grace to 

look embarrassed about the attempt. “So do you like it?” 

My fingers traced along the contours of it as my student held her dress up to 

permit me access. It was paper smooth, and scorching hot.“Take your dress off.” 

She smiled broadly. “Yes, sir.” In one smooth motion, Tabitha lifted it off over her 

head and folded it neatly on my desk. She gestured inquiringly to her bra. I gave her the 

nod, and moments later a white cotton bra was laid atop the dress. Her nipples were 

already hard. I could taste her arousal in the air. 

“Sit on my desk, spread your legs, and masturbate.” 

“Gladly.” 

Tabitha settled on the edge of the desk, then scooted herself backwards. Her bare 

ass squealed with the friction of it. After a moment of indecision about her positioning, 

she scooted still further back until she could plant her feet on the desktop, leaning back 

on one arm while the other received a sensuous lick along the fingers, then thrust itself 

between lean thighs. 

At first her eyes fixed on mine. Her lust was written there plainly, as was her 

submission. I’m doing what you said. Do you like it? asked those baby blues. Soon, 

however, as her fingers started doing their work, eye to eye gave way to eye to lips, eye to 

chest, and eventually, eye to dick. I indulged her with a very deliberate removal of my 

own clothes, starting with the belt to give her what she needed. Her eyes never did make 

it back off of my cock. 

As it came into full view, she whined needfully even as she panted, letting herself 

slide down onto her back so her other hand could paw at her breasts. I helped her with 

that. While I preferred the look of great big tits, I had discovered that a cute little set like 

my Tabitha’s had a small edge in feel. That little bit of extra firmness went a long way. 



Tabitha’s jaw contorted into a variety of positions as she translated the bestial 

moans she couldn’t let herself make into open-mouthed expressions of lust. Not one to 

waste an opportunity, I adjusted her a bit closer to the edge of the desk and took 

advantage of that wide open mouth to slip my cock in. Her cheeks pinched inward as 

sucked down hard on it, eyes squeezing shut like she’d been starved of this for days. 

Maybe she had been. She couldn’t do much about technique under the circumstances, so 

I indulged her by gently thrusting into her face as she vigorously frigged away at her 

freshly tattooed snatch. 

It wasn’t long before I needed more. Tabitha’s mouth was easily a match for her 

pussy when she was on her knees applying herself, but this sideways, passive face-fuck 

was not on the same level. Her long neck craned after me as I withdrew it from her 

mouth; her eyes looked afraid that I was taking it away. When she saw what I meant to 

do – it was fairly obvious as I twisted her body onto her side, one slender leg hanging 

down and the other draped over my shoulder – she sighed rapturously and moved her 

masturbating arm aside. 

Having just been forced to stare at my clock for over a minute, I was keenly aware 

of how short the lunch period had grown. There was no time for a leisurely half-hour 

screw. No, we had enough time to drive in a couple of orgasms and get dressed and 

groomed before her classmates came back to finish their exams. I drilled into that tight 

teen twat like there might be an oil reservoir at the bottom. Her eyes flew wide at my 

unexpected intensity, but the poor girl couldn’t clench her jaw as hard as was needed to 

refrain from screaming while leaving her eyes open. 

“Yeah, you like that, little teacher’s pet slut,” I grunted, barely aware of what I 

was saying. 

Tabitha nodded for me, but even now, holding on for dear life as she was fucked 

harder than her young body ever had been, that big, sexy brain of hers was working. I 

hadn’t meant to be instructing her, but evidently our student-teacher connection was so 

strong that being in this place, it kicked in automatically. 

“Oh, wow, you look really nice today, Mr. Canon,” she said in an almost 

off-puttingly chipper voice. Except after another half dozen pumps, I realized that it was 

only out of place because that was her normal voice. Maybe slightly exaggerated, but the 

utterance rang all too familiar, especially in the confinement of these four particular 

four walls. 

“Have you been working out, Mr. Canon?” she asked. Oh fuck yes. This. God, how 

had I not realized I’d needed this. I redoubled my dicking, spurred on by her on-going 

flattering. 

“You’re one of my favorite teachers, Mr. Canon.” I squeezed down on her tit. 



“Maybe this sounds lame, but I look forward to your class all day, Mr. Canon.” It 

took her a while to get through that one, as her voice was quavering hard from exertion. 

Or maybe just from her lithe body being pounded by a jackhammer. 

“I wish my other teachers were more like you, Mr. Canon.” One palm closed over 

her tattoo. My fingers followed the cannonball’s path right to her clit, but I let up 

occasionally so she could keep going. 

“Mr. Canon, you’re seriously so smart.” 

“You guys, shut up! Mr. Canon is trying to tell us something!” 

“Do you have a girlfriend, Mr. Canon? What? No way!” 

“That haircut looks really nice on you, Mr. Canon.” 

“If you were a student here, Mr. Canon, I bet we’d be friends.” 

“Mr. Canon, I wish I could take your class over again.” 

“Does this violate the dress code, Mr. Canon? You’re the only guy teacher I trust 

to ask. I feel like it’s a little too revealing, but… what do you think?” 

For the life of me, I don’t know how I knew to do it, but there was something in 

the ether that made a demand. Suddenly I seized her by the back of her neck and jerked 

her upright, thrusting her face toward mine. But she knew, and somehow I knew, not to 

meet at the lips. No, I deposited her mouth right at my ear, where she whispered the 

exact thing we knew I needed to hear her say. 

“I’ll do anything for an A, Mr. Canon.” 

I sprayed the depths of her pussy so hard it made her butt bigger. Her self-control 

finally broke, and one brief, staccato grunt burst out of her lungs as she spasmed in my 

arms. Her fingers sank into my shoulders like talons, leaving long scratches as she 

fought to hold herself in place to ride out a life-altering orgasm. She finally let go and I 

staggered back, landing bare-ass against my cabinets and nearly toppling over. That had 

been one hell of a workout. More than that, a headrush. How she’d played the part so 

perfectly, no planning, nothing but pure instinct and laser accuracy on the nature of her 

sex appeal to me. 

“Oh my god, you’ve never come that much in me,” she giggled as she stood up 

and found my cum instantly trickling down her legs. 

“Shit – and you didn’t bring underwear. Fuck! Can you, I dunno, borrow some, or 

something? Damnit, we can’t have you leaking my jizz all over school!” 

“You want me to ask someone to borrow their spare panties?” She looked at me 

like I was an idiot, albeit an idiot she was enamored of. “Mine are in my purse in my 

locker, actually. Relax. Just hand me some kleenex.” 

We both took a few moments to clean ourselves up, such as we could. The 

scratches weren’t bleeding, quite, so that was good. There wasn’t much I could do about 

the cum she’d dripped onto the carpet, but the two of us at least were more or less sex 

fluid free. At least for long enough for her to waddle back to her locker and put her 



panties back on to catch any stragglers. She helped me adjust my shirt, and I pinched 

her butt playfully once we were dressed. 

“I feel so much better,” she asserted. “And before you tell me my grade, I know 

the ‘I’ll do anything for an A’ line wasn’t actually a suck-up thing to say, but it seemed–” 

“It was perfect, Tabitha. A goddamn plus. Extra credit, even.” 

A pleased smile bloomed on that lovely face of hers. “Yeah? Awesome. Thank you, 

Mr. Canon.” She giggled. “You’re my favorite teacher, Mr. Canon.” 

This time I went from pinch to swat. “Don’t over-do it, you.” 

She squirmed back. I followed her eyes to the wall clock. Less than two minutes 

to the bell. “What about you? Do you feel better?” 

I considered. “You know, I really do. I really was feeling bummed over… you 

know.” It felt crass to mourne the loss of my favorite sex partner in front of another one 

who was doing such an incredible job, so I omitted Taylor’s name. Way classier. “But 

you’re really good at reminding me that I really don’t need her. You’re… a treasure.” 

“OK, now who’s overdoing it.” She leaned up and kissed me on the cheek, then 

wiped it with her thumb to make sure she didn’t leave any incriminating lip prints. 

“Have fun grading tonight. My grandparents are going to be in town this weekend for 

graduation, but you can still call me whenever, OK?” 

“OK. Good luck today and tomorrow, huh?” 

“Pfft. Luck.” The sneer returned, so proudly it remained in the room for a minute 

after she left. I popped out the doorway a moment later and saw Isa standing a ways 

down at an intersection. Indeed, as Tabitha had assessed, I’d seen her standing there in 

passing periods a thousand times. Nothing suspect in the least. 

The bell rang, lunch ended. It was another long passing period, and I didn’t let 

anyone into the room until all were back, just to make sure nobody’s integrity need be 

called into question in those minutes of temptation surrounded by unattended exams. I 

welcomed them back and bade them to dig right back in without ceremony. As I waited 

to make sure everyone was back to work, I heard a mutter from the side of the room, 

back in the corner near my desk. It stopped my heart dead. 

“Dude, do you smell something?” asked Sasha. 

Naturally, everyone around her was immediately distracted, sniffing the air 

curiously. More than a few registered that they did indeed detect an odor.  

“Is that…” 

“What is that…” 

“Smells kinda like…” 

“Smells like sex is what it smells like!” blurted Larry, class cutup. “Mr. Canon, did 

you get busy at lunch?” 

His attempt at shock humor was met with mixed guffaws, oooooh’s, and glares 

from those more interested in working on their essays. Still, there really was a smell, and 



with the joke made, ignoring it would only look like I was hiding something. Luckily, a 

lie came handily. “Mr. Keyes, if you can’t tell the difference between sex and a tuna salad 

sandwich, I truly pity whatever poor woman settles for you.” 

A teacher making a combination sex joke and sick burn was always cause for an 

uproar. Thank fully it caused more than sufficient commotion that before anybody could 

see I was sweating like a pig with nervousness (and from having finished fucking one of 

their classmates a few minutes earlier), I was grouching at them to pipe down and get 

back to work on the test. It was the last anyone brought it up. It most definitely did not 

smell like tuna salad. It smelled like cum, because it was cum. It took another twenty 

minutes before I realized there was a little spatter the size of my pinky nail that we’d 

missed on my desktop, right about where Tabitha’s pussy had been. I wiped it up as 

subtly as I could and let out a sigh of relief when the bell rang for the end of their second 

final. 

Third period, by some miracle, I managed to say goodbye and administer a test 

without humiliating myself in the least. How’s that for growth.  



It was going after nine when I threw in the towel for the day. I’d gotten through 

about three quarters of the grading, including the entirety of my junior exams. The sun 

had only set an hour ago, but it felt like ages. Arriving and leaving in the dark was 

usually a feature of the winter months in teaching, not the summer, but such was the life 

of an educator.  

Other years, I packed up my fat stack of exams and trudged home to grade in 

comfort, but I was too accessible there. Everybody knew where I was and had proven far 

too casual about popping in whenever they felt like it. Much as I was enamored of my 

women, I had my hands full with responsibilities that night. Tabitha’s lunch sex was 

more than enough to tide me over for the day. So I turned on some music, turned down 

the AC, and grinded through the stacks at my desk. 

By and large, the scores were promising. It was a comfort knowing my brief 

termination hadn’t damaged their performance on exams. I hadn’t realized how much of 

my anxiety had stemmed from that fear until I was entering scores and smiling at 

semester grades creeping upward. As usual, I went after all those percents ending in 9 

and rounded them on up. Essays graded in haste were bound to be at least a bit 

arbitrary, so why not err on the side of generosity. Tabitha had shown me how much a 

teacher’s approval could mean to a student.  

At last, I was satisfied that I’d done what I had the energy to do and told myself 

I’d be grateful tomorrow for not staying up all hours finishing. I very much did not 

desire a repeat of this morning’s episode, and both the sleep and the stack of essays to 

plow through would help keep me alert on what otherwise promised to be another slow 

day. 

Maybe tomorrow I would have Tabitha join me for lunch again. It would 

interrupt her own class’s exam. We could see what being impaled on my dick did to her 

ability to simultaneously write a cogent analysis of a text. 

It wasn’t until I packed up and stood, stretching my legs for the first time since 

I’d run out for dinner several hours earlier, that I realized Randi had never cleaned the 

room. Not her fault, really. The building took a beating this time of year as trash cans 

overflowed and soon became nexuses of detritus. We’d gotten an email today about 

graffiti in the upstairs B hallway boys bathroom, which had probably also taken some 

elbow grease. Our classrooms, which only needed to last one more day of instruction, 

were a secondary consideration at this point. 

Remembering her charitable testimony to Shipman, I rolled up my sleeves and 

took it on myself. (Heroic, I know.) Some discarded scratch paper for essay pre-writes 

and old worksheets littered the floor; those went in the recycling bin. I wiped down 

desks, swept up a few small messes, collected a number of discarded pens and pencils, 

sprayed and cleaned the whiteboard, and at last, went to bag up the trash and recycling. 



I figured I could dispose of them in their respective bins in the lot on my way 

off-campus. 

Briefcase in one hand, trash bags in the other, I wearily shuffled out of the 

building. The eve of the end of another school year. Only forty more to retirement. By 

that time, I’d be pleading with my young colleagues, folks not even born yet, to help me 

figure out how to connect my lesson module to the students’ learning chips. (Or 

whatever the hell education in the bottom half of the twenty-first century would look 

like.) Cassie’s grandkid would be sitting there giggling at my technological obsolescence, 

while Taylor’s pelted them in the head with a chapstick.  

Still, between then and now, there was no way I would ever have another year like 

this one. It was hard to imagine exactly what my future held. How long could I keep 

sleeping with this many women before emotions ran high and decisions needed to be 

made? What would happen when my lovers moved on with their lives, found new 

boyfriends and husbands of their own? How long could these good times roll? 

Life, after all, was long. The seniors I’d taught in my first year were now 

twenty-three. The age gap between us, which had once seemed so crucial and so vast, 

was now trivial. If I was still fooling around with Cassie or Tabitha when they finished 

college, it would hardly occasion comment if we started dating like a normal couple. 

Man, dating Cassie. Dating Tabitha! It was wild to contemplate what adventures 

might lay down such eventualities. If it didn’t involve me fucking their peers, it would 

make for a fine illustration for “The Road Not Taken.” It was hard to imagine 

normalizing our relationship to that level, simply acting like a regular old couple. Or 

would we? Would we just invite Isa and Candy over for a foursome one evening, then 

watch a late show and hit the hay? Tabitha and I having a get-together with the 

neighbors and tag-teaming the Browns over brunch? Or Cassie suggesting we take a 

weekend trip to the city to Tabitha’s posh highrise apartment, the three of us living large 

by day and retiring to a shared bed at night? 

Tabitha’s little role play at lunch had done a lot to make me feel better about the 

future, at least in the short-term. There was still going to be sex. Hot, dirty, illicit sex, 

with multiple partners, sometimes simultaneously, all sorts of kinky acts and scenarios 

and settings. I didn’t need the Sterns to have wild, incredible sex. Yesterday Taylor had 

really done a mind job on me, but now it was clear that things were really going to be all 

right even without her and her sister. 

Yet as I thought about the future, I wondered if ten years from now, when I was 

thirty-six and they were twenty-eight, if Serenex worked like Isa’s friend at the crime lab 

predicted and we all clung to these mindsets, could I pop in at their place and see if 

they’d settled down and become halfway tolerable?  

Would I even want to? 



I got so caught up in my musings I drove right by the dumpster and recycling bins 

behind the cafeteria. When I got home, I emptied them in my garage. I was exhausted, 

though, and lumbered inside and fell asleep straight away. 

In the morning, I woke up feeling refreshed. It was the final day of the school 

year! Tomorrow was clean-up, Sunday graduation, and then two and a half months of 

total freedom, all the time in the world for me and my lovers to have all the sex we could 

handle. There was a spring in my step as I made my way downstairs for a quick 

breakfast, and I was whistling on my way out to the car. 

In my fatigued state from the night before, I had forgotten to close the bins. I 

flipped the trash can lid shut; as I went to do the same on the recycling, I saw that right 

there on top was a sheaf of papers, curled into a loose roll and badly crumpled. I eyed it 

for a long moment before, with a shrug, I snatched them out and tossed them in my 

briefcase. If I had time and energy after I finished my actual work for my actual 

students, maybe I could see if the girl had actually produced, at long last, an original 

idea. There was no point to it, but just so I could feel like I’d taught that cantankerous, 

quarrelsome bitch something in this whole crazy experience. 

If I got around to it. Which I probably wouldn’t. But if I did. 


